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I also claim that, according to Scripture, Eisenhower caused the death of my elderly husitand, 
Edwin Henry Shauller, at 6903 Lyons Avenue, Houston, Texas, on April 25, 1957...and this was 
because from Mr. Shadler's lips came pouring forth psalms such as David sang, indicating that 
Shaufler was a abed of David... thus he was true and Eisenhovsr false. Consider carefully that 
two families came from Germany, named Eisenhauer and Zschauflor; both settled in Dauphin 
County, Pennsylvania...finally both familes had branches which moved into Kansas...then into 
Texas...that a German or Dutchman was prophesied of as rising up and being what both Hitler 
and Napoleon, or the Kaisers failed to be...that is, a "great man," for "Ger" means "Great" 
and "man" points out the prophecy relating to a "Ger-man,' and Germany means "Great Many," 
even can point to Manasseh, the older son of Joseph...and Manesseh was to be divided, even 
as originally cue part settled in Palestine, and one part settled below the River Jordan... the men 
helped to capture Palestine in part...then were permitted to return to their chosen places on the 
other side of the river: thus, instead of a divided city now in Berlin as indicated by a wall erected 
for a purpose and a deep meaning that can be very clear when explained rightly....there were 
men who remained in Germany to make that nation great, while others came and settled in America 
and helped make this nation great; no there were peoples living in America, peoples living ha 
Germany...and then there were two families, named Eisenhauer and Zschaufler, and which of 
these two families fulfilled what was prophesidd in certain concealed literature? 

Well, one man named Kemper, in Kansas City, Missouri interested himself in these prophecies 
.even his name indicates German origin... so this man, William T. Kemper, chairman 0f the 

Commerce Trust Company of Kansas City, once employed Truman...Kerrger became Democratic 
Chairman of Missouri....used Pendergast shamefully to cover up for some of his dealings... 
he gains control over Edwin Henry Shaufler, and employed Eisenhower's brother in his bank; 
than there were some outstanding kidnappings, all having one positive clue to connect them to-
gether as to meaning—even in Kansas City a young lad was kidnapped and slain... Eisenhower's 
brother had the task of gathering the kidnap money...the lad was named "Greenlease"... the name 
very similar to the meanings of "Green leaves,"...and all of this something to be later rechecked, 
using the one clue of looking for a certain child of prophecy...then doing away with such son. 
This especially relates to the Lindbergh case, etc. A German was involved therein, etc. 

If this sounds strange and improbabI9, then check carefully the book "A Gift of Prophecy" 
concerning Inane Dixon of Washington, D. C.. ,.her father was a German...then note her 
prophecy of a lad born Feb. 5, 1962...one to rise up and rule the world by 1980...then let me 
ask you all a question: "Would not those opposing Mrs. Dixon (and she is sponsored by some 
Roman Catholics who are against the Pope...and she prophesies the death of the Pope, and 
also warns Johnson of danger, etc.) do all within their power to find and destroy the lad she 
prophesies of as one to come into power, etc. Would she not be familar with the old Germany 
prophecy of a great one arising? Would it be too strange then, knowing of these long-time 
prophecles...and some clever enough to trace same to Brenham, Texas, a German settlement... 
to watch the Hackworth girl produce a son, then another one...in Dallas...then substitute with 
babies...take the real sons, or son, into a foreign country, believing the right son was taken... 
then produce in time a grandson bearing certain marks, even born one might well say to an 
Egyptian woman...and all of this faked to produce such a one as beano Dixon, a German with 
signs of strange blood in her...appearing oriental in nature...and not looking German as one 
considers a German to be like, etc. You see, what is actually involved are age-old prophecies; 
and even to the doing away of Kennedy, some high ups are trying to do things that make It appear 
as if all prophecy is fulfilled... then there be found standing up in Jerusalem, Palestine one 
who is described as "the Universal Lord of the Universe," and it be his right to rule the world 
with a rod of front And he be an imposter„.but WZo believe he is real; and then Protestants 
believe another one produced will be Jesus in person., and Jesus wins; and then considering what 
Jeane Dixon has prophesied, a new type of person slaton the throne in Rome...has another title 
than Pope... the real Pope is slain. and the one to rule out of Vatican City is none other than 
the youth she prophesied of as being born February 5, 1962...and this one will suddenly make his 
appearance upon the world scene to rule! 

In all of this planning, not yet having listed the plans of Britain, and those wicked who are holed 
up now in London...even as Socialists having taken real control of the government...causing 
Britain to slowly lose all of her holdings, including the Suez Canal, etc....even as the same 
Labor or Socialist Party is reaching out over America in the form of CIO-AFL, et al...expect-
ing to move the throne of England into Jerusalem...even the stone of scone said to be these 
already 	all of these plans call for another nation, a foreign ruler, ruling over the USA... 
and who wants this? if it be God's plan, I am for it 100%. If it be false, I am against it 100%. 
And none of these plans call for the rule and influence of the USA aver the world; yet this is 
exactly what Jesus said would happen! Why not then be for the USA, our native land, and defeat 
all who try to rise up and bring our government down into the dust, even now cleverly carrying 
away silver and gold; with bankruptcy staring America in the face; and no solution to chaos, 
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